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Archiving digital audio is conducted to preserve and make records accessible. However,
techniques for assessing the quality of experience (QoE) of sound archives are usually ne-
glected. In this paper, we present a framework to assess the QoE of sound archives in an
automatic fashion. We describe the QoE influence factors, stakeholders, and audio archive
degradations and explore the above concepts through a case study on the NASA Apollo audio
archive. Each component of the framework is described in the audio archive lifecycle based
on digitization, restoration, and consumption. We provide insights and real-world examples
on why digitized and restored audio archives benefit from QoE assessment techniques similar
to other multimedia applications such as video calling and streaming services. The reasons
why stakeholders such as archivists, broadcasters, or public listeners would benefit from our
proposed framework are also provided.

0 INTRODUCTION

On a day-to-day basis, individuals and business organi-
zations create new information, that takes many forms: text
documents, sound recordings, videos and photographs. In
order to preserve and to make this material accessible, all
state governments, as well as many local governments, uni-
versities, businesses, broadcasters, libraries and historical
societies maintain archives 1.

Since the late nineteenth century, audio has been cap-
tured using different recording techniques and on different
carriers, i.e. the physical media format where the audio sig-
nal has been recorded (e.g. wax cylinders, vinyl discs, dig-
ital files). The number of audio items increases day after
day, especially thanks to advances in consumer electronics
that allows everyone to record audio at any place at any
time. Also, the recorded material contains varied content
such as speech, music and general sounds. Consequently,
a typical collection held by organizations is heterogeneous
as it contains material recorded on different carriers and
various source signals.

The British Library keeps a collection of more than 6.5
million recordings of speech, music, wildlife and the en-

1National Museum of American History, What are Archives?,
http://americanhistory.si.edu/archives/
about/what-are-archives

vironment held on more than 1.5 million physical items
in more than 40 different formats [1, 2] while a more re-
cent survey estimated that U.S. organizations hold more
than 570 million audio recordings, 250 million of which
are considered preservation-worthy [3]. Such organizations
face several challenges like deciding which material to pre-
serve, how to preserve it and how to make it usable [4].

In 1989, most of the organizations agreed to adopt a new
way of archiving material: instead of preserving the carrier,
which shows clear problems, they opted for safeguarding
the content and the digitization process seemed the proper
way for doing this [5]. In 2004, the International Associ-
ation of Sound and Audiovisual Archives (IASA) reported
in the UNESCO’s report Information For All Programme
that different reasons pushed the community to use digi-
tal technology [6]. Some institutions wanted to provide the
collection to a wider audience through the use of the In-
ternet. Other institutions considered digitization as a safe
way to provide access to delicate documents. A third group
considered digitization as the only way for preserving the
information for future generations as some documents can-
not last forever.

In some scenarios, after the digitization stage, an au-
dio document could be also subjected to a restoration pro-
cess. This is required when the content is highly damaged
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or when organizations decide to provide a different audio
quality that better satisfies a certain audience.

Despite the huge effort made for the preservation of
sound archives, little has been done towards assessing the
audio quality of sound archives subjected to digitization
and restoration using an automated approach. In our pre-
vious work [7], we introduced the concept of the audio
archive lifecycle based on digitization, restoration, and
consumption and argued that in several scenarios of the
three lifecycle stages, a quality assessment is missing. We
showed how the QoE framework can be adapted to measure
audio quality using an approach that is user-centric and
automatic. Thanks to the QoE framework, originally de-
signed for multimedia applications, we have identified the
stakeholders and the QoE influence factors [8] at the three
stages of the audio archive lifecycle. We identified future
research opportunities that are now covered here. There-
fore this paper is an extension of our previous work [7] and
aims to:

1. Describe in detail the QoE influence factors that we be-
lieve should be investigated to predict the QoE of audio
archives;

2. Identify the QoE influence factors for each stakeholder;
3. Identify the degradations of the physical carriers and the

ones caused by the processing stages and how they are
perceived;

4. Detect the limitations of the current quality assessment
methods used on records that are digitized and restored;

5. Show a case study where we discuss the adaptability of
the QoE framework in a real-world scenario and how
automatic quality assessment can be used.

In particular, we show real-world examples taken from the
NASA Apollo audio archive as a case study that reinforces
the idea that using automatic quality assessment on sound
archives is feasible and needed by the audio archive com-
munity. An overview of the topics covered in this paper is
shown in Figure 1.

1 MOTIVATIONS

Using only technical properties to assess the quality of
multimedia applications has shown strong limitations [8].
In many applications, ranging from telecommunications to
gaming, user and context factors strongly affect the users’
QoE [9–14]. Similarly, in this paper, we show that eval-
uating the QoE in audio archives requires a user-centric
approach i.e. quality is automatically assessed from the
user’s perspective instead of only using the system’s per-
spective [12].

The audio archive lifecycle proposed in [7] is shown
in Figure 2. We argue that the concept of quality changes
based on the lifecycle stage and within the same lifecycle
depending on the stakeholders. Here we describe some ex-
amples to motivate why we proposed the QoE framework.
These aspects are addressed in more detail in the next sec-
tions.

1.1 Digitization
Digitization typically requires that the fidelity of an au-

dio document should be the same as the original copy. For
this reason, strict guidelines are applied during the digitiza-
tion [15, 16]. Quality assessment for the digitization stage
is more often called quality control (QC) and it is divided
into human-intensive QC and machine-based QC [17]. In
this scenario, archivists’ goal is to select records that are
preservation-worthy and make a digital copy with no er-
rors.

1.2 Restoration
For restoration, we found similar stakeholders (Figure

2) but they have different quality expectations. We can
find both researchers who need computer-based methods
to evaluate audio enhancement techniques and broadcast-
ers and record labels that have to decide how they want
to restore their material [18]. Organizations such as broad-
casters and record labels often rely on individual judge-
ments without following standards [19] but errors and ethi-
cal concerns might arise [20]. Also, evaluating large collec-
tions with individual judgements is not achievable, consid-
ering the high number of records that organizations might
restore.

1.3 Consumption
The consumption stage is related to archive accessibility

and involves different stakeholders. Here the content qual-
ity is one of the most important factors that affect QoE.
Successful digitization that adheres to the highest QC stan-
dards might not be sufficient for users who explore an au-
dio archive since their QoE might be mostly driven by the
perceived quality of the content. Most of the research con-
ducted to improve audio archive accessibility covers re-
lated fields such as music information retrieval [21], mobile
applications [22], and speech technologies [23] but nothing
has been done in terms of the QoE of audio documents.

The examples above show how the concept of quality
might have a different meaning based on the context we
refer to. This means that evaluating the perceived audio
quality is not trivial and that new user-centric approaches
should be taken into account. The proposed lifecycle has
been designed by adapting the concept of Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE) that is defined by the research community
as the “degree of delight of the user of a service. It results
from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect
to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service
in the light of the users’ personality and current state” [8].
QoE differs from other approaches as it is user-centric in-
stead of being system-centric. Evaluating QoE can be done
both using listening tests and quality metrics but user and
context perspectives are also taken into account. Mapping
a QoE framework outside of telecommunication services
has been done before in fields such as quality of life [24],
multiplayer online role-playing-games [14] and soundbar
technology [25]. As reported in [8], the definition of QoE
was explicitly thought to be applied in new domains. Also,
QoE embraces several application domains compared to
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Fig. 1: Paper structure summarised. Each circle is a different topic that we cover in the paper. For each subsection, we
show the name and the number in brackets indicating where the subsection content can be found.

other concepts such as quality of service (QoS) which is
instead designed to be used only in telecommunication ser-
vices [12]. To the authors’ knowledge, no such work in the
past has addressed audio archives from a QoE perspective.

1.4 Cultural Heritage
Our study is also motivated by the increasing number of

ideas and projects proposed in the archive field which in-
volve the usage of automatic approaches. New digital tech-
niques have a positive impact on both preservation and ac-
cess to cultural heritage. Sound archives are of fundamental
importance for the cultural heritage as they allow the past
to be heard. Not all the records can be regarded as heritage.
Records that are generally considered as having historical
value constitute heritage [26].

Assessing the QoE can be crucial to the cultural her-
itage and historical fidelity of sound archives as the me-
dia must pass through different processing stages: digiti-
sation, restoration (optional), and consumption. Inappro-
priate modifications of sound archives could invalidate the
belonging of some recordings to the cultural heritage, simi-
lar to the debates regarding colorization of black and white
photographs [27]. In particular, some organizations have
been exploring the usage of machine learning to uncover
cultural heritage, make use of archive material, and help
archive preservation. Broadcasters proposed to use ma-
chine learning to discover material in digital collections
e.g. through the usage of automatic speech recognition

in audio and automatic subject detection in video 2. Li-
braries have been using the vast amount of text docu-
ments in archives to discover new methods for analyzing
historical sources using machine learning3. More machine
learning-based approaches have been used for improving
the archival processes, metadata enrichment, handling sen-
sitive information, automatic context extraction and to pro-
pose new collection methods to archive documents in the
future [28].

2 INFLUENCE FACTORS IN AUDIO ARCHIVES

This section defines the sound archive QoE Influence
Factors (IFs) [8] which are the key points that characterise
the QoE formation process.

An IF is defined as “any characteristic of a user, system,
service, application, or context whose actual state or setting
may have an influence on the Quality of Experience for the
user” [8]. IFs may interrelate and are divided into three
classes:

• System IFs refer to “properties and characteristics that
determine the technically produced quality of an ap-
plication or service. They are related to media capture,
coding, transmission, storage, rendering, and reproduc-

2https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/
2018-10-artificial-intelligence-archive-television-bbc4

3https://www.bl.uk/projects/
living-with-machines#
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Fig. 2: Audio archive lifecycle [7]

tion/display, as well as to the communication of infor-
mation itself from content production to user” [8].

• A Human IF is “any variant or invariant property or
characteristic of a human user. The characteristic can
describe the demographic and socio-economic back-
ground, the physical and mental constitution, or the
user’s emotional state” [8].

• Context IF are “factors that embrace any situational
property to describe the user’s environment in terms of
physical, temporal, social, economic, task, and technical
characteristics” [8].

In Table 1 we describe IFs that are involved in estab-
lishing the QoE related to audio archives. We decided to
include a fourth IF, i.e. Content IF as user expectations and
their QoE are related to the content of the archived material
as discussed below.

2.1 Content
Content is considered an IF in the same way as context,

human, and system IFs. We divide the content into two
types of IFs. The first one is the audio intended by the cre-
ator, e.g. a speaker or an artist. The second type of content
concerns audio degradations.

When developing a QoE metric (i.e. a machine-based
metric suited to evaluate sound quality without human in-
tervention) or a subjective study to measure audio quality
in audio archives, the content has to be taken into account

since the intended audio could be a mix of speech, music
and sounds. Current objective quality metrics are not de-
signed to work for various applications and various source
signals [29–33]. However, sound archives show diverse
content across the recordings or in the same recording. For
example, radio programs include both speech and music in
the same audio file [34], which makes a quality evaluation
more complicated.

Subjective studies such as listening tests might show
other issues since it is not common to find speech and mu-
sic mixed in the same session. It is reasonable to think that
possible biases might be introduced when mixing different
content in a listening test session, although this aspect has
not been investigated yet in the state of the art. Depending
on the content, some factors might arise. For example, par-
ticipants might be influenced by speech intelligibility when
asked to judge speech quality or influenced by music liking
when judging the sound quality of a musical piece [35]. It
is not known how these issues might affect the participants’
responses when mixed content is used.

Content is also characterized by the degradations that
affect the intended content. Several degradations can be
found mainly due to the different formats in which sound
was recorded. More generally the degradations can be seen
as the result of all possible artifacts faced during the audio
archive lifecycle i.e. recording situation, recording device,
carrier, playback device, potential mistakes and digitiza-
tion. When information on the degradations is given, this
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can be used as a feature for creating a quality metric. Also,
the degradations are important for preparing the develop-
ment/test data of the quality metric, whether the data are
sampled from real sound archives or synthetically gener-
ated.

2.2 System
Audio recording and storage technology have been con-

stantly changing over the years making system IFs a cru-
cial component for determining the final quality. An audio
item might be subjected to many processing stages, espe-
cially if the document is used in the consumption stage.
System IFs that could be investigated and employed to es-
timate QoE are reported in Table 1. We believe that the
QoE of some system IFs might be more obvious e.g. it is
known that more recent carriers do not show some distur-
bances that were typically found in the earliest carriers and
so the latter might produce a higher QoE. Other factors are
less obvious and are poorly investigated e.g. audio restora-
tion approaches have not been assessed in terms of various
archive content and are not always evaluated through lis-
tening tests [19, 36].

A critical evaluation of the existing methods might help
the usage of automatic restoration techniques which are
still not employed. If automatic restoration is applied to
large collections, a QoE objective metric might be very
useful such that an organization can understand on which
records the restoration is failing. Automatic restoration
might help to restore very large archives. It must be noted
that automatic restoration might generate more degrada-
tions than a manual approach. This is because automatic
restoration procedures would need a degradation recogni-
tion [37] step in some cases which might fail. When the
recognition system fails, more distortions could be gener-
ated. For example, Brandt et al. [38] discuss the audio qual-
ity when click restoration is applied to regions where clicks
are absent and propose an improved version of a click de-
tector. Devices and carriers are of fundamental importance
for the QoE also because they introduce non-linear distor-
tions [39, 40].

2.3 Human
Human IFs are defined as “any information that the per-

ceiver brings to a situation” [41]. Human factors are usu-
ally divided into high-level (behavioural) and low-level
(physiological) factors where the former are considered as
one of the most difficult IFs to measure [42]. The stake-
holder’s goal, here identified as a high-level influence fac-
tor, widely affects the QoE formation process. For instance,
archivists want audio fidelity [43], broadcasters are inter-
ested in improving dialog intelligibility from old movies,
etc. Another human IF is the prior experience given that
organizations are usually characterized by expert people
who have a preconceived idea of the sound quality. Ex-
pertise in using devices and carriers is a crucial component
when comes to handling carriers such as lacquer discs and
tapes [44] and must be taken into account. We include the
purpose of use, which might be hard to estimate. When the

purpose of the use is not known, information on the stake-
holders could be used. We describe in the section below
how each stakeholder might be driven by a different pur-
pose of use.

2.4 Context
Context IFs are divided into economic, environmental,

and social situations. Economic factors include the cost of
digitization and restoration of large archives. Budget con-
straints might introduce some limitations for improving
QoE. Physical environment and social context are studied
in other QoE estimation studies [10, 25] and similar ap-
proaches could be adapted to the audio archive domain to
study the influence of the context on the audio QoE in this
domain.

3 STAKEHOLDER INFLUENCE FACTORS

The scope of this section is to define the IFs of stake-
holders, i.e. the factors that influence their QoE formation
process. We introduced the audio archive IFs in the pre-
vious section, now we map the IFs to each stakeholder.
Most of the audio material in form of archives has been
accumulated by three main creative sectors: the record in-
dustry, broadcasters, and the academic and cultural bod-
ies (e.g. archivists) [5]. Instead, stakeholders who access
audio archives include researchers, general public listen-
ers, content creators and the education sector. In this paper,
we decided to discuss IFs related to the following stake-
holders: archivists, content creators, public listeners and
researchers. It must be noted that here we do not discuss
who or which organization is going to provide the service
produced thanks to the adapted QoE framework. Instead,
we focus on the users who might need the service so that
we can identify the QoE IFs regardless of who is the ser-
vice provider.

3.1 Archivists
Archivists are mostly interested in quality control (QC)

which could be seen conceptually closer to the quality of
service (QoS) i.e. more emphasis is given to the system
IFs rather than human or context IFs. However, beyond
the preservation of sound archives, archivists are also in-
terested in creating the access copy to make the archive us-
able. The preservation copy must strictly contain the con-
tent of the original copy while the access copy could be
restored and/or compressed to make it usable. Therefore,
the digitization of the old recordings is a crucial system
IF. Especially, archivists want to make sure that no alter-
ation has been introduced after digitizing the signal, i.e. its
authenticity must be guaranteed [5, 16]. QC is divided into
human-intensive techniques and machine-based techniques
on which software checks the presence of mistakes. The
two approaches are commonly employed together since
the current technology representing the machine-based ap-
proach is not able to fully solve all of the digitization prob-
lems [17]. According to Casey [17], the following situ-
ations are not handled correctly by the current machine-
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Table 1: QoE influence factors (IFs) in audio archives

IF Type Example

Content Source The intended content

Degradation Global, local

System Signal properties Frequency bandwidth, dynamic range, number of channels, encoding

Device Recording, playback, listening equipment, resonance and quality of devices

Carrier Grooved, magnetic, optical, carrier age

Restoration Analog, computer-based, human-based

Digitization Guidelines, independent

Network Web-based application, transmission

Media Compression

Human High level Stakeholder needs and goals, skills, expertise in using devices and carriers

prior experience, music genre preferences, knowledge,

expectations, attention, personality, interest, motivation,

emotions, purpose of use

Low level Gender, age, mood, mental states

Context Economic Cost of digitization and restoration

Physical environment Room acoustic response, environment background noise

Social situation Group or alone

based approaches: 1) field recordings on audiotapes show
a change in speed and reversed audio, 2) some metadata
errors occur. The above-mentioned issues are all solved by
human-intensive approaches.

For these reasons, we include most of the system IFs as
shown in Table 2. The digitization mistakes could be ei-
ther evaluated at the digitization stage or the consumption
stage since it is known that mistakes such as selecting the
wrong speed would have strong implications on the timbre
of the instruments or voice and on the color of the per-
formance [45]. However, we argue that it would be much
better to intervene at the digitization stage instead of the
consumption stage (see Figure 2). This is because prevent-
ing these mistakes is what the archivists want and typi-
cally an organization does not want to digitize the same
copy several times. For example, a tape speed detector that
works on the copy digitized with the wrong speed might
help archivists to prevent the above-mentioned mistakes
and to speed up the digitization which is an important con-
tribution given that analog carriers degrade over time. As
a consequence, removing these mistakes from the digitiza-
tion could improve the QoE of the stakeholders belonging
to the restoration or consumption stages as shown in Figure
2 given that other stages depend on the digitization.

The goal of the access copy instead, is to make the mate-
rial usable. Therefore it can be restored for improving the
listening experience, compressed for saving network band-
width and since the material is provided via a web appli-
cation, transmission artifacts are also involved. Human IFs
include the goals of these organizations: on the one hand
archivists are interested in preserving the material but on

the other hand they are concerned about how to make it
usable. In both cases, archivists will judge sound using a
critical analysis approach that we included as a prior expe-
rience factor.

Finally, the cost of digitization affects the QoE. Large
resources are needed to carry out a digitization process.
These organizations face the problem of choosing what au-
dio documents have to be digitized due to budget and time
constraints.

3.2 Content Creators
With the term content creators, we refer to individuals

who use archive material as the source input of their work.
We include stakeholders who adapt or modify content such
as composers, musicians, sound artists, video makers and
artistic producers. We also include stakeholders who use
archive audio to create content without modifying it, such
as journalists and broadcasters. Content creators’ QoE for-
mation process is primarily affected by the content and
this makes content IFs one crucial influencing factor. In
our scenario, we do not consider the content as explained
in [41] where it is part of the system IFs. Given that an au-
dio archive contains different content, we consider it as an
inherent characteristic that can or cannot satisfy the QoE
of an individual.

Content creators will probably choose to use an audio
document even if it shows low audio quality (e.g. perceiv-
able loud background noise). However, if they are given
similar content tracks, they will be interested in finding the
one that has the best audio quality. This scenario might oc-
cur in classical music archives where several versions of

6 Submitted to J. Audio Eng. Soc., 2021 October
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Table 2: Influence factors of the audio archive stakeholders

Archivists Content Creators Public Listeners Researchers

Content Source Source Source

Degradations Degradations Degradations

System Digitization Guidelines Signal Properties Recording Devices Digitization Guidelines

Recording Devices Carriers Playback Devices Playback Devices

Playback Devices Network Restoration Carriers

Carriers, Restoration Compression Recording Devices

Human Goal Prior Experience Sound Preconception Motivation

Prior Experience Skills, Interest Goal, Purpose of Use Purpose of Use

Purpose of Use Motivation, Interest, Age Skills

Context Cost Physical Environment Physical Environment Cost

Social situation

the same composition are very common in the same audio
archive 4.

Content creators might benefit from knowing the au-
dio quality of audio records since digital audio archives
are vast and exhibit many low-quality recordings. We be-
lieve that this group will judge sound using technical skills
and prior experience and they make a final judgment using
a critical approach. Therefore human IFs are included in
their QoE formation process. Generally, is not obvious that
a specific degradation is unwanted but it depends on the
user needs. Indeed, carriers (system IFs) and degradations
(content IFs) play a key role given that on one hand, they
may be inappropriate for their artistic product while on the
other hand they might be preferred for emulating a sound
of the past. Content creators can be also influenced by the
environment where they work and therefore we consider
room acoustic response and background noise as possible
factors which may introduce bias in the QoE formation
process. These factors are classified as a physical context
IF.

3.3 Public Listeners
Accessing audio archives is a service that concerns pub-

lic listeners as well as business organizations. This group
desires to access audio archives for different reasons: cu-
riosity, looking for ancestors’ witnesses, creation of ama-
teur content, entertainment. It can be considered that public
listeners do not have the same skills as professionals and
therefore a conscious judgement is hard to be identified.
Content IFs are the most important QoE influence factors.
Public listeners would use audio archives similarly to con-
tent creators i.e. they are looking for content. Unlike con-
tent creators, quality could be measured using a lower dis-
crimination power since they are considered non-experts.
Similarly to content creators, public listeners might want to

4https://sounds.bl.uk/Information/About/

search for the best quality recordings in an archive. The av-
erage public listener has a preconception of sound (human
IF) which can be considered as unconscious and it depends
on several factors concerning their life lived. Their goal is
also a crucial human IF: if they are looking for ancestors’
witnesses they could be less interested in enhanced qual-
ity, even though they could prefer a restored version if it is
available. On the other hand, when their goal is about en-
tertainment the enhanced signal is desired. Familiarity with
the degradations also matters since public listeners are not
experts. It has been shown that listeners’ abilities to learn
the details of an unfamiliar sound change after periods of
training [46].

Age is also meaningful when comes to creating a sound
preconception given that technology is changing over the
years. Age not only matters from a physiologic perspec-
tive [47] but also from an experience perspective, i.e. the
distinction between a digital native and an analog native.
It must be noted that the unconscious preconception can
be modified if an external factor, e.g. from an expert per-
son, is introduced and make them reflect. An external factor
can be also found in content IF, i.e. degradations. A certain
degradation could make them change their sound judge-
ment. Therefore from a technical perspective restoration is
as meaningful as transmission and compression since they
access the material mainly using web applications. Gen-
erally, we believe that in this category the comfort of lis-
tening supersedes the original sound of the analog carri-
ers however it depends on the goal. Among the system IFs
we also include the listening equipment where we expect a
wide quality range that goes from low-quality loudspeak-
ers (e.g. smartphones) to a high fidelity audio system (e.g.
audiophiles and home audio enthusiasts).

3.4 Researchers
Researchers from both the private and public sectors

need to access audio archives for their own research goals.
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Examples of researchers include speech scientists, wildlife
biologists, linguists, historians, computer scientists in the
computational audio sector, musicologists and digital hu-
manists. We assume that researchers need the original copy
or a restored one based on the research goal. Therefore both
digitization and restoration are crucial for them as they can
invalidate the data employed in a research outcome.

Recording equipment is also crucial. For instance, many
documents used for linguist research purposes have been
recorded without caring about the recording devices and
environment conditions [48]. Carriers, digitization (system
IFs) and degradations (content IF) concern profiles like
musicologists where sound evaluation and analysis drasti-
cally change depending on the various versions of a mu-
sical work [19]. Similar to content creators, researchers
would consciously evaluate the QoE but they will be driven
by different goals (human IF). The recording conditions of
the sources is extremely important for such data. For in-
stance, animal sounds are usually recorded in hostile en-
vironments where capturing the scene faces several issues.
Examples include getting the microphone close enough to
the animal, reducing extraneous sources like wind noise
produced by the outdoor environment, taking specialist ad-
vice for some type of wildlife recording where ultrasonics
should be captured as in the case of bats [49] (system IFs).

4 AUDIO ARCHIVE DEGRADATIONS

A digital audio archive is composed of material derived
from various formats. This peculiar characteristic makes
QoE evaluation a complicated challenge. In this chapter,
we provide a taxonomy of the most common degradations
that can be found in audio archives. The taxonomy can be
useful to (1) study what and how carriers and degradations
affect audio QoE which help to understand the causes, (2)
propose the usage of degradations (e.g. metadata) as fea-
tures for developing an objective metric, (3) providing use-
ful information for automatic restoration which might re-
quire a degradation recognition stage, (4) helping the cre-
ation of datasets for sound archives which should include
archive degradations either if data are sampled from real-
world sound collections or synthetically generated.

Degradations can be grouped into local degradations
where only subsets of samples are corrupted and global
degradations, which concern the whole waveform. Lo-
cal degradations include clicks and low-frequency noise
pulses. Clicks are more common in grooved material and
less frequent in magnetic tapes. Clicks are typically per-
ceived as ’tick’ noises or ’crackle’ noises. However, clicks
could also occur in optical discs or digital files because of
digitization mistakes such as concealed digital errors and
timing problems. Low-frequency noise pulses are typical
of grooved material such as shellac discs (i.e. so-called
78rpm discs) due to large scratches and breakages in the
surface of the discs [50]. The perceived effect can be de-
scribed as ’pop’ or ’thump’.

Among the global degradations, we find broadband
noise, hum, pitch variation defects and distortions. Broad-
band noise or hiss is typical of every recording and stor-

age system, indeed the term ’hiss’ is typically used for
describing everyday electrical noise. Even though hiss is
caused by circuitry, it can be also due to ambient noise
captured from the recording environment [36]. Hum is a
particular noise that depends on power line interference
which commonly occurs during recording or digitizing and
therefore concerns every carrier. It is perceived as a low
pitch ’whirring’. Pitch variation defects are present in ev-
ery analog carrier for different reasons [51]. In gramo-
phone records (wax cylinders, shellac discs) pitch vari-
ation defects arise due to the variation of the rotational
speed of the recording medium during either the record-
ing stage or playback stage. In the case of magnetic tapes,
pitch variation defects can be encountered because of irreg-
ular stretches during playback or storage. The perceived
effect is an overall pitch variation that was not intended
by the person who recorded the audio. Depending on the
speed variation it is called ’wow’ (slow variation) or ’flut-
ter’ (rapid variation) [36]. The last degradation class is clip,
which is a type of distortion. Clipped audio can be caused
by groove wall deformation, recording mistakes, or digi-
tization mistakes. It consists of truncating the waveform
when the maximum allowed value is exceeded. Clipped au-
dio is usually perceived as a typical distortion of the signal.

In Table 3 we show an overview of the relationships be-
tween degradations, carriers and the way they are perceived
by listeners. Regarding the perceived quality of degrada-
tions, little has been done on the state of the art. Under-
standing if some degradations show higher quality than
others might help to create some labels when listening tests
cannot be conducted. To the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, there is only one paper that analyzed the perceptual
difference of degradations in old recordings [52]. The au-
thors concluded that impulsive noises (i.e. local degrada-
tions) are the most annoying disturbances and that their
removal introduces audible signal quality loss. However,
hiss removal methods are also well known for introduc-
ing musical noise artifacts [53, 54] which are easily per-
ceivable. Therefore, more studies are needed for evaluating
the perceived quality of audio archive degradations. More
degradations could be generated by other restoration tech-
niques such as automatic restoration methods [38,55], ma-
chine learning-based restoration techniques [56–60], audio
inpainting [61, 62] and sound source modeling-based ap-
proach [63].

5 QoE EVALUATION

Having established IF, we need to discuss how to assess
the sound archive QoE. Quality assessment approaches are
typically divided into two categories: subjective and objec-
tive methods. In this session, we first shortly review the
two approaches and then we discuss the challenges of the
current methodologies in sound archives.
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Table 3: Overview of degradations in audio recordings

Carrier Perception Cause

Clicks Grooved material, optical, digital Ticks, crackles Dirt, dust, granularity, small scratches, error concealment

Low frequency noise pulses Grooved material Pop, thump Large scratches, breakages

Broadband noise All Hiss Electric circuits, recording environment

Hum All Whirring Power line interference

Pitch variation defects (wow, flutter) Grooved material, magnetic tapes Overall pitch variation RSV, eccentricity, irregular stretches

Clip Grooved material, optical, digital Distortion Groove deformation, exceeding maximum range

5.1 Subjective audio quality assessment
Subjective quality assessment methods can be divided

into two groups. Listening tests are conducted in a con-
trolled environment (i.e. a lab) or with crowd-sourcing ap-
proaches where the experimenter is not physically present
with the participants. Within the context of audio quality
evaluation, lab-based listening tests represent the most re-
liable way of assessing audio quality. The idea is to gather
information from human assessors in a dedicated room,
who assign scores after being exposed to several stimuli of
various quality levels. Quality scores are collected through
rating scales which normally are either categorical or con-
tinuous. Once many participants rate a stimulus, the mean
opinion score (MOS) is used to define the audio quality
of that stimulus. Even though lab-based listening tests are
the most reliable approach to assess audio quality, several
issues can be encountered such as expensive cost, time-
consuming, demographic limitation, artificial environment,
wrong formulation of the questions made to the partici-
pants etc. Examples of listening test protocols provided
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in-
clude ITU-R BS.1534 or commonly called MUlti Stimulus
test with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) [64]
which is suitable for intermediate audio quality in a broad-
band scenario i.e. 20Hz - 20kHz and requires expert listen-
ers, and the ITU-T P.800 [65] which suits speech transmis-
sion quality.

Crowd-sourcing in QoE evaluation consists of present-
ing and assessing different stimuli using a web interface
instead of the laboratory setting [41]. Examples of crowd-
sourcing methods are given by Chen et al. [66] and by
Keimel et al. [67]. In both frameworks, different stimuli
are provided to the participants whose goal is to assign
scores to each stimulus. Crowd-sourcing for QoE evalua-
tion shows the following advantages: less time consuming
than lab-based listening tests, real-life environment, wide
demography, cheap. However, the participants are mostly
motivated by financial reasons and they can cheat in or-
der to get paid more, transmission artifacts must be taken
into account, and there are time constraints due to the par-
ticipant fatigue [41, 68]. Recent studies have shown that
crowd-sourcing listening tests can produce similar MOS
values to lab-based listening tests at the expense of having
to mitigate some issues such as checking participant relia-
bility, participant fatigue, participant environment suitabil-

ity and using more participants to get the same statistical
power [68, 69].

5.2 Objective Metrics
The disadvantages of listening tests pushed researchers

to develop computational methods that automatically pre-
dict audio quality from the input signal. We find 3 major
categories of objective measurements: full reference, no-
reference, and reduced reference or parametric [32, 33]. In
full reference metrics, the noisy signal is compared with a
reference signal, usually the clean version of the noisy sig-
nal. No-reference means that only the noisy signal is used
for predicting the quality while reduced reference refers to
the use of only some information about the reference signal
or some parameters.

The main problem with using objective metrics is that
they do not always reflect the real perceived quality, es-
pecially when used for applications that do not represent
the target application they were created for. Examples of
full reference metrics for audio/music include PEAQ [70]
which is suitable for broadband audio with intermediate
impairments and ViSQOLAudio [71] developed for mu-
sic compressed with low bitrate codecs. Full-reference
metrics developed for speech quality include PESQ [72],
which is suitable for narrowband speech with small im-
pairments and POLQA [73]. Instead, an example of a no-
reference method is ITU-T P.563 [74] which is designed for
narrow-band speech quality. An example of a parametric
metric is the E-model [75] used to estimate speech quality
in a conversational context [33].

More recently, several deep learning-based approaches
for no-reference speech quality assessment [76–79] and
music quality assessment [80] emerged. Some of these ap-
proaches show higher performance than full-reference met-
rics in some datasets, which suggests that deep learning
can be a powerful approach to deal with speech quality
assessment. Even for contemporary media archives (e.g.
YouTube or Soundcloud) where the original recording may
be digital, no reference objective models may required. As
digital metadata only records the latest coding information,
relying on digital coding metadata to quantify quality may
be an issue if media is re-encoded [81].

For a review of objective metrics for audio quality the
reader is referred to [29–33].
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6 QoE EVALUATION IN AUDIO ARCHIVES:
CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS

Several challenges arise when assessing audio archive
QoE. In this section, we go through each lifecycle stage to
detect the corresponding QoE assessment challenge.

6.1 Digitization
The digitization stage (Section 1.1) suits naturally a

reduced-reference metric that is based on predicting qual-
ity based on parameters. A quality metric would check if
the digitization parameters are correct. An example could
be checking the metadata file as discussed above. Other
kinds of metrics could be no-reference during the digiti-
zation stage. For instance, a quality metric that detects the
severity of degradations produced by digitization mistakes
might help archivists to find when digitization failed. This
issue is typically found in digital audio tapes (DAT) [82]. A
high priority challenge is that archive data exhibiting digiti-
zation mistakes are mostly available from institutions such
as national libraries or broadcasters. Therefore, a collab-
oration between some of the archive institutions and aca-
demic research is needed. A second problem concerns the
annotations which should be provided by these institutions.

6.2 Restoration
Restoration (Section 1.2) might benefit from both full-

reference and no-reference metrics. Full-reference metrics
might consider the signal before the restoration and the re-
stored one while no-reference metrics work on the noisy
signal only. Restoration is a crucial stage for determin-
ing the final quality of a restored digital audio archive.
Organizations restore material through the usage of Dig-
ital Audio Workstations (DAWs) which include tools such
as clip removal, hiss reduction, click removal and so on.
The mechanism which underlies these tools is built on top
of digital audio restoration techniques [36, 83, 84]. We are
interested in how restoration is evaluated. Digital restora-
tion techniques were assessed using full-reference met-
rics [85], listening tests or with objective metrics that are
not based on human auditory perception [86, 87]. How-
ever, full-reference metrics using a clean signal are not ap-
propriate since the clean signal is missing in real-world
sound archives and listening tests are costly. Sound engi-
neers use their listening skills for evaluating restored audio
documents. One problem with this approach is the strong
subjectivity of the result and large collections cannot be
restored manually. In this context, we believe that quality
evaluation procedures can help both audio processing re-
searchers and sound engineers for improving QoE.

6.3 Consumption
The consumption stage (Section 1.3) requires a

no-reference metric since no other signal is available.
The main challenge for the consumption stage concerns
the heterogeneity of the content that constitutes a sound
archive. Libraries organise content in the form of web
pages and they usually divide archives into collections.

Collections could represent anything: musical genre, pe-
riod, programs from a specific broadcaster, a particular
carrier, an ethnic group, a specific composer, a specific
performer and so on. For this reason, an objective quality
metric should be able to deal with all the various content.
This means that datasets including both speech and music
should be used to create and test an objective quality met-
ric. Music exhibits even more challenges because sound
archives include many genres and music from several cul-
tures. As we discussed above, current objective metrics are
not designed to work with such heterogeneous content.

6.4 Common Challenges
Given the promising performance of recent deep learn-

ing approaches [76–79], we suggest that deep learning war-
rants further attention and application to develop a QoE
metric for a sound archive. It requires machine learning
expertise and the collection of data and annotations. The
latter can be collected allowing participants to rate MOS as
previously mentioned. Given the novelty of the problem,
no ground truth is available in the literature and it needs
to be found using auditory experiments. Other IFs can be
extracted using questionnaires and/or surveys.

Here is an overview of the main challenges required for
using this approach:

• Identifying the stakeholders
• Collecting the data either synthetic or from real-world

recordings
• Defining and conducting a listening test for obtaining

reliable ground truth
• Generating synthetic data for pretraining in the case col-

lecting the ground truth is not feasible
• Defining procedure for obtaining IF
• Evaluating machine learning models

It should be noted that our description level is very gen-
eral. Also, several aspects could change compared to what
we mentioned above. For instance, in case of real audio
archives not being available, one could think to create arti-
ficial data. As a consequence, a reference signal is available
and different procedures can be applied. In such a case,
the fact that artificial data are considered must be taken
into account when evaluating quality. Does it match real-
world scenarios? Also, it is quite hard to define a reference
signal even if it can be obtained. For instance, in applica-
tions such as perceptual audio coding, the reference signal
is the audio file before compression. However, in digital
audio archives, we cannot always assume that there is the
desired signal which corresponds to the content creator in-
tention and an undesired signal which is represented by all
the technical stages of the processing chain which caused
noise-like components. As we mentioned earlier, every-
thing depends on the stakeholder who judges sound qual-
ity. A typical approach used in audio restoration consists
of artificially creating the carrier degradation and adding
it to a clean signal [38, 61, 83]. Then full reference mea-
sures are used for evaluating performance. This means that
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an assumption has been made i.e. the desired signal is the
one that contains audio that was intended to be recorded
only. However, this assumption does not apply in all the
scenarios and a QoE-based evaluation can fill this gap.

7 CASE STUDY

In this section, we present a case study to illustrate with
examples the topics discussed above. We use the NASA
audio collection that has also gained attention in the audio
and speech processing community with the release of the
Fearless Steps challenge [88]. In addition, the NASA audio
collection suits our goal of showing a case study given that
it represents many IFs experienced in audio archives.

The NASA audio collection includes archival record-
ings from certain NASA missions (Apollo, Gemini, and
Mercury). The Apollo audio recordings include conver-
sations between astronauts, crew members and backroom
staff at the NASA Mission Control Center (MCC) dur-
ing the Apollo missions. Audio recordings are divided
into different categories: onboard, commentary, technical
air-to-ground, MCC recordings, before and post-mission
recordings. Onboard recordings include all the conversa-
tions between the astronauts on the lunar module (LM)
and the Command Service Module (CSM). Commentary
and technical air-to-ground recordings include conversa-
tions between astronauts and the capsule communicator
(CAPCOM). Commentary recordings overlap with techni-
cal air-to-ground recordings with the public affairs officers
(PAOs) comments overdubbed. MCC audio includes con-
versations between the staff members like communications
between flight controllers and backroom specialists. Before
and post-mission recordings include interviews and press
conferences.

The broad acoustic scenario of this audio collection
poses many challenges for speech processing tasks, au-
dio quality prediction included. The Apollo collection in-
cludes recordings that are full of silence, almost unde-
tectable speech, and variable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Also, the usage of different voice channel implementations
that change according to the mission status makes quality
evaluation more difficult [89].

7.1 Stakeholders and Influence Factors
The stakeholders of the Apollo collection span the en-

tire audio archive lifecycle from digitization to consump-
tion. In this section, we discuss the stakeholders and the
influence factors for each lifecycle stage.

7.1.1 Digitization
Digitization of the Apollo collection, and more generally

the whole NASA audio collection, is a time-consuming op-
eration. The Apollo mission only exhibits ∼100,000 hours
of recordings stored in more than seven hundred analog
tapes, with 30 tracks per tape [90]. It has been estimated
that it would take 11 years to digitize the whole Apollo
collection, so a new technique able to decode all 30 tracks
simultaneously has been proposed [90]. Evaluating digiti-

zation mistakes with a manual approach is infeasible in this
context. Stakeholders such as NASA would benefit from
having a quality metric as discussed in section 3.1. The
goal is to detect potential digitization mistakes which might
occur during the digitization process [91], and also quan-
tify the severity of the degradations caused by digitization.
For the organizations that preserve the Apollo collection,
we identify some of the IFs that we assigned to archivists
in Table 2 (digitization guidelines, carriers, goal and digi-
tization cost).

7.1.2 Restoration
Restoration concerns stakeholders such as audio pro-

cessing researchers and sound engineers. Restoring the
Apollo collection is not feasible with a manual approach.
Manual approaches could include both applying a speech
enhancement algorithm or by sound engineers who ap-
ply plugin settings. In both cases, mistakes will occur
since the content requires different settings based on the
degradations that occur in that particular region. There-
fore, more attention should be given to automatic restora-
tion [38,55–57,60] and to finding quality assessment tech-
niques for automatically restored recordings. The IFs de-
tected at this stage are mostly focused on system and con-
text IFs and include source, degradations, carriers, devices,
cost of restoration and restoration methods. Predicting the
quality of restored records could either help sound engi-
neers to inform their performance and be used to detect
where automatic restoration might fail.

7.1.3 Consumption
For the consumption stage, we discuss the purpose of use

of public listeners and content creators. QoE can be seen in
this context in terms of how to improve archive accessi-
bility. Currently, the NASA audio collection is accessible
through the Internet Archive5 and some Apollo missions
are available on the web applications Explore Apollo6 and
Apollo In Real Time7. The first two are shown in Figure
3. They all provide a different way to explore recordings
but none of the cases considers the sound quality. The In-
ternet Archive provides many long audio files (some last
three or four hours) which are not sorted or organised in
collections (e.g. by mission status). Also, the filenames re-
fer to the tape where NASA stored the recording, which
makes archive exploration hard. The web applications pro-
vide a mechanism to extract the highlighted moments of
the missions or to search speech through text which im-
proves QoE. However, no quality labels can be found and
accessing the recordings might not be ideal for content cre-
ators and public listeners. Indeed, the NASA audio collec-
tion exhibits parts where audio can be described as annoy-
ing (e.g. unintelligible at key points or long periods with-
out active content). As a result, navigating and exploring

5https://archive.org/details/
nasaaudiocollection

6https://app.exploreapollo.org/
7https://apolloinrealtime.org/
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(a) Internet Archive collection (b) Explore Apollo app

Fig. 3: Example of how the Apollo collections are currently delivered. Having access to quality labels could improve
content creators and public listeners QoE e.g. the clips could be sorted by quality, or given the same mission status, the
best quality recordings could be retrieved.

the archive to find interesting content can easily cause lis-
tening fatigue.

Similar scenarios can be found in other archive collec-
tions, where some recordings might be very unpleasant
i.e. some of the early gramophone recordings or amateur
modern recordings. Users QoE of the Apollo collections
will benefit from having audio quality information along-
side other content retrieval tools so that they can retrieve
the best quality items. Improving archive accessibility is
a human IF that might be explored with questionnaires to
understand how it affects the QoE and how to improve it.
Since consumption is at the end of the archive lifecycle, it
will benefit from a successful restoration. It must be noted
that content IFs play a key role in the Apollo collection. In
our previous work [92], we showed that clusters of audio
features in the Apollo collection overlap with mission sta-
tus (onboard, air-to-ground, etc). This means that the mis-
sion status could be seen as a useful feature to predict au-
dio quality. Similarly, this concept could be extended to
archive collections that exhibit different carriers that show
clear distinct time-spectral characteristics e.g. gramophone
recordings are easy to distinguish from tape recordings, as
well as Apollo onboard recordings captured in the space-
ship are different from commentary recordings. Further lis-
tening tests should be conducted to explore this content
IF. Also, context IFs are included since public listeners
would have access to the Apollo collection in many dif-
ferent physical environments.

7.2 Audio Degradations
In Section 4 we introduced a taxonomy of the archive

degradations, by dividing them into global and local.
Degradations could also be divided between those gen-
erated from an external source (e.g. environmental noise,
hiss, hum) and the ones that are applied to the con-
tent (e.g. clip, general non-linear distortions, reduced con-
tent frequency bandwidth). In the Apollo collection, many
recordings show both characteristics. For example, on-
board recordings exhibit loud environmental noise and a
reduced frequency bandwidth while commentary record-

ings show almost no hiss. When judging the overall quality,
it is not clear if the quality judgment is because of the con-
tent or the degradation type that affects the background.
This is also important depending on which quality factor
someone is studying. For example, distortions such as am-
plitude clipping might affect the overall quality but pre-
serve speech intelligibility. Asking participants the quality
of separated scales e.g. speech vs. background might help
to determine the causes that generate high or low quality.
Labeling both speech and background quality might also
help to discover the best quality recordings of a certain
mission status or carrier in a general sound archive. For ex-
ample, onboard recordings exhibit loud noise that causes
extreme fatigue as reported by participants in a listening
test survey feedback [92]. This means that finding the audio
recordings with low-quality background noise might help
to filter out recordings where effort is needed. Archive au-
dio such as gramophone recordings could lead to listener
fatigue which could benefit from a similar application.

7.3 QoE Evaluation
In this section, we show the challenges related to the

Apollo collection for the following issues: subjective qual-
ity assessment, data collection for a quality model, and de-
velopment of an objective quality model.

7.3.1 Subjective Quality Assessment
The overall quality of a speech stimulus can be seen as

the interaction of many factors: pleasantness, intelligibility,
listening effort and loudness [33]. Evaluating the contribu-
tion of each factor in the Apollo collection will help the
design of a suitable listening test. In our previous work,
we have conducted a small-scale listening test to evalu-
ate speech intelligibility which shows low correlation with
some objective metrics [92]. The next study can focus on
understanding how intelligibility contributes to the over-
all quality. We assume that sound archives like the Apollo
collection might benefit from an intelligibility assessment
when it comes to public listeners and content creators.
However, we suggest that more studies are needed to ex-
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Fig. 4: Google STT-WER computed from onboard recordings (Apollo 11) and commentary (Apollo 11, 17) [92]
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Fig. 5: HDBSCAN clusters of features computed from on-
board recordings (Apollo 11) and commentary (Apollo 11,
17) [92]

plore the overall quality. New findings could be adapted
to other speech archives that represent important events of
mankind.

Further listening tests are needed to understand how the
mission status contributes to the overall quality or intelli-
gibility, which might help the development of an objective
quality metric as we earlier discussed.

7.3.2 Data Collection
The development and the evaluation of a data-driven

quality metric require the collection of a suitable dataset
which is currently missing for sound archives. A dataset
can be created through artificially degrading clean record-
ings or by sampling from real-world recordings. In our
previous work [92], we proposed an approach to build-
ing a dataset for speech quality prediction by sampling
real-world recordings from the Apollo collection. Propos-
ing a dataset that is artificially degraded is hard in the case
of the Apollo recordings. Techniques for antiquing mod-
ern recordings to emulate the quality of the analog car-
riers have been proposed [93]. However, the Apollo col-
lection shows degradations that go beyond the magnetic
tape degradation which would be hard to emulate. Exam-
ples include space-to-ground communication, recordings
made on the spacecraft with far-field microphones picking
environmental noise that varies over time, and the usage

of both head-mounted microphones and far-field micro-
phones [94]. The “in the wild” recording situation could
be reproduced by extracting noise-only regions and mix-
ing them to some clean speech. However, the non-linear
distortions that modify the clean speech signal will not be
covered with this approach and they are not easy to gen-
erate. Plus, finding clean speech similar to natural astro-
naut conversations can be hard. Although the usage of real-
world recordings allows mitigating these issues, the uncon-
trolled conditions pose other challenges that should be in-
vestigated.

1. Sampling clips randomly from the Apollo collection is
not ideal for creating a dataset due to the massive pres-
ence of repetitive recordings. In particular, we identi-
fied that the MOS distribution of random sampling is
skewed [92] and that a mechanism to avoid data repeti-
tion is needed. This is because otherwise, a data-driven
model will be less capable of predicting quality in the
entire MOS range.

2. Audio clips need to be annotated through listening tests
to collect labels. The listening session should be pre-
pared such that every participant is exposed to all the
degradation conditions. This helps to avoid listening test
biases. One issue is that without controlling the degra-
dations it becomes hard to select all the degradation
conditions that are present in the archive. This means
that some participants risk being exposed to a subset of
the degradation conditions which produces biases.

These two challenges can be found in any audio collection
that has real-world recordings. The solutions that we pro-
posed are the following:

1. To avoid data repetition we found that the word-error-
rate (WER) of the Google Speech-to-Text (STT) is cor-
related to subjective labels while other non-intrusive
quality metrics such as ITU.T P.563 [74] fail. This
means that an STT-WER could be used to detect and
then prune audio clips that cause a skewed MOS dis-
tribution. The STT-WER distributions of commentary
and onboard recordings from the Apollo collection are
shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 6: Semi-supervised approach that uses clustering for pretraining plus multitask with cluster labels [76].

2. To prepare listening tests such that all the degradation
conditions are used, we propose [92] to find clusters us-
ing audio features and the HDBSCAN [95] technique.
Distinct clusters are shown in Figure 5. When preparing
the listening test, the experimenter can pick uniformly
an audio clip from each cluster to guarantee that all the
degradations are covered in a listening test session.

7.3.3 Objective Quality Assessment
Given the vast number of recordings, the development

of a quality metric can be explored with unsupervised (no
labels) or semi-supervised (dataset partially labelled) tech-
niques. In our work [76] we proposed an approach based on
pretraining with a clustering technique and finetuning with
a multitask approach that uses labels generated by clus-
ters. Our technique is particularly useful for pretraining in
an unsupervised fashion. The proposed model is shown in
Figure 6. Thanks to the proposed model, we can achieve
superior performance to some existing non-intrusive met-
rics by using a very small dataset annotated with quality
labels.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Several organizations and individuals collect digital au-
dio archives. Although archive preservation is the most ur-
gent operation, technology for evaluating the QoE of digi-
tization, restoration, and consumption of audio archives is
missing and QoE assessment is not properly conducted. In
this paper, we proposed to extend the adaptation of the QoE
framework to digital audio archives by focusing on five key
points.

1. Collecting the potential influence factors (IFs) for audio
archive QoE evaluation.

2. Finding the stakeholders and their corresponding QoE
IFs.

3. Proposing a taxonomy of the audio archive degrada-
tions.

4. Showing the limitations of existing subjective and ob-
jective quality assessment techniques.

5. Using the NASA Apollo collection as a case study to
show real-world examples.
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The proposed QoE framework is designed to improve re-
search and tackle the above-mentioned challenges related
to sound archives. It must be noted that the collected IFs
will need to be evaluated in the future. We expect that some
IFs will have more influence on quality than others.

Research methodologies that can be produced for audio
archive applications through the usage of the adapted QoE
framework are also useful for other applications. Evaluat-
ing the QoE of audio applications becomes more urgent
given the growth of multimedia content in digital archives.
For example, videos corresponding to a different version of
the same song (e.g. different live version, studio version)
are uploaded to streaming services and delivering the best
quality version is beneficial to improve the QoE. Broad-
casters need to automate metadata labeling to detect con-
tent that needs to be restored or to know which record ex-
hibits an acceptable perceived quality for the users. General
consumer access services such as the Internet Archive or
web search engines can benefit from labeling quality con-
tent to improve their services.

The proposed framework could be further extended to
include more stakeholders or more QoE influence factors.
With the proposed framework, automatic quality assess-
ment of sound archives is presented as a feasible approach.
The goal of this paper is also to encourage the communi-
ties of stakeholders to give attention to automatic quality
assessment techniques for sound archives.
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